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----------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract - Whenever we consider an image processing technique it is important that the image feature extraction is an important
feature in image processing. Whenever we consider a tumor which is due to the irregular growth of any tissue in the body. In this
paper we will be going to use tumor detection an identification so the point of discussion is that the tumor that has been developed
is basically a bone tumor which has a prolong effect on the body. By using image processing algorithms and machine learning we
can achieve the performance analysis of the images. Tumors have been classified as non-cancerous(benign) and
cancerous(malignant) in this paper we will analyze image segmentation for bone image and their classification. This paper
proposed simple and easy way for the detection of the bone tumor.
Key Words: Tumor, machine learning, image processing, cancerous, non-cancerous.
1. INTRODUCTION
Medical image processing has become a very locarative field because of the advancement an outcomes for the betterment of the
human beings. Whenever we consider a tumor the bone tumor detection cannot be identified very quickly and can be
hazardous to the patient if not diagnosis in proper time. Therefore doctors need great accuracy in the diagnosis of the brain
tumor by doing image analysis. X –rays are important tool to capture any image using rays but they could not get a detail view
of a person’s body, therefore different technique such as M.R.I. and C.T. Scan are used which are more expensive but gives the
more analysis of human body. C.T. and M.R.I. uses the 3-D images of the bone structures, so for 3-D digital image structure we
need to perform various algorithms so as to get the accurate diagnosis of the bone. Whenever we consider digital images it
helps in appropriate treatment. This paper is used to design a digital ways image acquisition and processing techniques. Let
him give a quick and accurate classification of a disease based on information given by the algorithm, whenever we consider
any tumor detection technique we require filtering, segmentation, morphological operation, feature extraction, classification
processes. Primary bone cancer can occur in the bone but the secondary bone falls anywhere in the body.
2. Methodology
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2.1 Morphological Operation
Morphology is an expansive arrangement of picture preparing tasks that procedure pictures dependent on shapes.
Morphological tasks apply an organizing component to an information picture, making a yield picture of a similar size. In a
morphological task, the estimation of every pixel in the yield picture depends on an examination of the relating pixel in the
information picture with its neighbours. By picking the size and state of the area, we can develop a morphological activity that
is delicate to explicit shapes in the information picture. The most fundamental morphological activities are expansion and
disintegration. Widening adds pixels to the limits of articles in a picture, while disintegration expels pixels on item limits. The
quantity of pixels included or expelled from the articles in a picture relies upon the size and state of the organizing component
used to process the picture. In the morphological enlargement and disintegration tasks, the condition of some random pixel in
the yield picture is controlled by applying a standard to the relating pixel and its neighbours in the info picture.
2.2 The standard used to process the pixels describes the movement as extending or breaking down. Discussed capable
substance based helpful picture recuperation, good as demonstrated by the Patterns for bleeding edge Database structures
(PANDA) framework for instance depiction and the officials. Crumbling errand is used to backlash or take out little articles and
heading used in MATLAB is pushed ahead. Extension assignment is used to expand territories and edges and the course used in
MATLAB is quick
2.3. Dilation
Expansion is one of the two essential administrators in the territory of numerical morphology, the other being disintegration. It
is commonly connected to double pictures, yet there are adaptations that deal with dim scale pictures. The essential impact of
the administrator on a paired picture is to step by step augment the limits of locales of closer view pixels (for example white
pixels, regularly). In this manner regions of frontal area pixels develop in size while openings inside those districts end up
littler. The expansion administrator accepts two bits of information as data sources. The first is the picture which is to be
enlarged. The second is a (typically little) arrangement of organize focuses known as an organizing component (otherwise
called a piece). It is this organizing component that decides.
2.4. Erosion
The estimation of the yield pixel is the base estimation of the considerable number of pixels in the information pixel's
neighborhood. In a paired picture, if any of the pixels is set to 0, the yield pixel is set to 0. Pixels past the picture outskirt are
relegated the greatest esteem managed by the information type. For twofold pictures, these pixels are thought to be set to 1.
For dark scale pictures, the most extreme incentive for uint8 pictures is 255.
2.5. Opening
Opening ids characterized as the disintegration pursued by the expansion utilizing the equivalent organizing component for the
both task. The opening administrator in this manner requires two info a picture to be opened and an organizing component.
Dim dimension opening comprises just of dim dimension disintegration pursued by dark dimension widening. Opening is the
double of shutting.
2.6. Segmentation
Division stage for the most part focuses on tumor discovery. A picture division procedure, for example, thresholding and
morphological task is utilized and the outcomes are analyzed. In identification of tumor division method is connected to the
picture. Tumor Detection bunches with high power pixels are disconnected from the X beam picture which shapes the tumor
picture. A portion of the highlights like as zone, mean, entropy, standard deviation and can be determined from the tumor
picture.
2.7. Thresholding and Morphological Operations
Thresholding method in division is simple and successful. It changes over the dim scale picture into twofold picture which
contains two qualities 0 and 1. In this way, in like manner the limit esteems (min and max) are chosen to identify tumors. It is
exceptionally powerful with the pictures which have abnormal amounts of complexity. In this way, we will take high complexity
bone tumor pictures. The limit esteem dependent on greatest pixel esteem in the picture Support Vector Machine Support
Vector Machine(SVM) is a machine learning apparatus that depends on the possibility of huge edge information order. The
device has solid hypothetical establishment and the grouping calculations dependent on it give great speculation execution.
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Standard usage, however give great grouping precision, are moderate and don't scale well. Henceforth they can't be connected
to expansive scale information mining applications. Facilities required for proposed work:
3. Proposed nodes

In this paper we will go distinguish the bone malignant growth utilizing picture division technique and machine learning
calculations. The fundamental goal of our paper is that the tumor identification should be possible utilizing M.R.I. furthermore,
C.T. pictures however this pictures has a commotion instigated in it. What's more, this commotion confines the territory to
work at as it does not give the definite area of tumor an influenced tissue. In the proposed technique we need to do sifting to
expel the clamor and after that division. In order to gets the correct examination of picture handling systems. A basic stream
outline for the proposed frameworks are as outlined

4. Preprocessing:Preprocessing is an essential point while thinking about debasement of pictures because of commotion and henceforth picture
pre-handling is a critical factor to remove accurate data of any picture. The two imperative idea of the picture handling are
R.G.B. to Gray scale change and reciprocal sifting.
5. Segmentation:Whenever we consider division it is essential factor of picture handling that implies separating the picture into parcel based on
area blended similitude. In this paper K-implies grouping calculations has been proposed.
6. Feature Extraction:There are many element separating calculation and it includes diminishing the measure of assets required to depict an
expansive arrangement of information. In picture preparing highlight extraction calculations are utilized to recognize a
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disconnect different wanted bit or states of any digitized picture or video stream. A coordinated methodology for bone tumor
discovery has been grouped utilizing water shade division and highlight extraction by utilizing MATLAB.
7. Conclusion:
In this paper we have proposed and plan an exceptional strategy for the location of bone tumor for various modelatives, this
work will be reached out for structuring tumor recognition with the mean to lessen the computational time and usage cost. As
bone tumor is an extremely convoluted and touchy errand, exactness and dependability remains a critical factor for identifying
the bone malignant growth. This strategy gives a sophisticated method to picture handling procedure with examination to
discover the bone tumor.
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